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Addendum #2 
 
Issue Date: September 9, 2022 
Project:  RFP EVMSCAMERAEMERGENCY23-101  
 
NOTIFICATIONS & CLARIFICATIONS: 

1. The due date for proposals has been extended by one week. Proposals are now due on 
September 26, 2022. Proposals must still be received before 2:00 PM local prevailing time in 
order to be considered. 
 

2. EVMs strongly encourages the contractor to propose cameras that comply with EVMS provided 
switches that support POE cameras based on the IEEE802.af standard (Poe+). For any device that 
doesn’t confirm the IEEE802.af standard, the contractor is responsible for providing power 
injectors and direct power to the device. 
 

3. Attachment I – Floorplans presents “proposed” locations for cameras and call boxes. For justified 
reasons such as: ceiling too high/inaccessible for installation, or new floor configuration, the 
contractor can change cameras proposed locations with the condition that the new ones will 
provide the same view coverage.  
Examples:  

• In HH Auditorium and Lester Hall 135 the new cameras could be installed on the wall 
instead of ceiling; 

• In Lester Hall 104, proposed location should be moved to the right in the middle of 
the re-configured class room.     
 

4. As per the RFP, the contractor shall remove all existing analog cameras, cabling, wiring and 
unused conduits, hand them over to EVMS Facilities and make the necessary cosmetic repairs of 
walls and ceilings. The applicable rule is that all exposed unused existing hardware and 
infrastructure shall be removed. Inside the buildings if unexposed cabling doesn’t interfere with 
future operations, to avoid high removal costs and damaging the walls and ceilings, parts of 
existing cabling could remain in place. 
 

5. ENCLOSED, Lewis Hall and Williams Hall updated floor plans, with locations of telecom rooms:  
a. At Lewis Hall first floor, rooms LH1031 and LHACC will have networking switches; 
b. At Williams Hall first floor, rooms A-105 and 1021, will have networking switches. 

 
This addendum provides the following Offeror Questions and Answers: 
 

1. Is EVMS IT providing POE for switches? 
EVMS IT provides the networking switches ready for operations at all locations except for Staff 
and Visitors Garages, where the contractor shall provide all necessary wiring and cabling 
connections between the switches and enclosures and first floor telecommunication rooms. 
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2. Is there fiber into the garage now?  
Networking switches provided by EVMS IT inside the first floor telecommunication rooms of the 
garages, have fiber connection with Lewis Hall (LH). 

3. What power to the optional light poles at HCA?  
In the HCA parking lot, two of the light poles currently have older digital security cameras, that 
will not be part of the updated video system. These light poles are equipped with power 
transformers that could be used for the new cameras and call boxes. 

4. AH second floor exterior cam – penetrate at 1st or 2nd floor?  
At all locations, as much as possible, the exterior/perimeter cameras should be installed between 
1st and second floor. 

5. Staff Garage: is count of Aiphone call boxes 9 or 5?  
The Aiphone call boxes correct number for the first floor is 5, while the building total number is 
17. It was just a typo, therefore the total number of call boxes is correct and remains 152.    

6. Garage: rigid conduit or EMT?  
The used conduit shall be rigid, as already mentioned in the RFP, SOW, point C. 

7. Garage: cameras in elevator, who is to provide cabling?  
The contractor shall provide all necessary wiring and cabling to connect and power the cameras 
inside the elevators. If necessary, the contractor can use Ethernet over Coax converters for the 
elevators.  

8. Garage: Can EVMS provide data sheet for enclosure in parking garage?  
o Enclosures requirements - Parking Garages 

 6-Strands of Multi-Mode with LC connecters must be run from the 1st floor 
network switch location to the upper floor switch location. 

 2-outlet-20 AMP AC power connected to backup generator power if available 
must be included inside the Industrial Switch Enclosure. 

 Industrial Switch Enclosure must be rated for outdoor use, weatherproof, lockable 
and provide adequate ventilation. Must be of adequate size to accommodate: 

1. (1) 48-port switch 18 in.(W) x 18 in. (D) x 2 In. (H) with a weight of 18lbs.  
2. (1) lithium 3-Outlet UPS (provided by EVMS) with approximate dimensions 

of 8 In. (W) X 12 In. (D) x 2 In. (H) with a weight of 7lbs. 
3. Fiber distribution box. 
4. Patch Panel. 
5. Two separate enclosures may be used with a conduit between them for 

cabling/fiber. 
6. If power Injectors need to be used, Vendor must include all products 

necessary, including inline power and enclosure. 
9. Will you please confirm Section 5.0 Method of Payment, specifically the final all caps 

underlined statement, is your intended payment requirement/terms?  The RFP scope, as a 
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whole, is easily an 8-month $1,000,000.00+ project and EMVS will not consider progress 
billing?  
No payments will be made until the project is inspected and signed off by authorized EVMS 
personnel. There will be no deposits or other partial payments made. 

 
Note: A signed acknowledgement of this addendum must be attached to your proposal. Signature 
on this addendum does not substitute for signature on the original proposal document. The original 
proposal document must be signed where indicated. 
 
 
_______________________________ 

Name of Firm 
 

_______________________________ 
Signature/Title 

 
_______________________________ 

Date 
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